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Algorithmic group fairness Algorithmic group fairness 

● Measures disparities across sensitive groups on a measure of interest.

Examples:
● Gender
● Race
● Ethnicity  

Examples:
● Predicted positive
● False positive rate  
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Algorithmic group fairness 

● Group fairness constraints enforced via different strategies:

○ pre-processing: transformation of input data
○ in-processing: constraints in optimization objective
○ post-processing: transformation of output scores

Algorithmic group fairness 

● Measures disparities across sensitive groups on a measure of interest.

Examples:
● Gender
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Examples:
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● False positive rate  
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Algorithmic group fairness 

● Very popular due to ease of operationalization, 
increasingly implemented in ML deployment.

● Especially true of post-processing (no cost 
of retraining!)

● Really great that algorithmic fairness research is 
having an impact! Are we done? Is the problem 
fixed?

Post-processing
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Algorithmic group fairness 

● Very popular due to ease of operationalization, 
increasingly implemented in ML deployment.

● Especially true of post-processing (no cost 
of retraining!)

● Really great that algorithmic fairness research is 
having an impact! Are we done? Is the problem 
fixed?

● Not really! Risk of reductive definitions and 
invisibilized harms.
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What are some of the invisibilized harms? 
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What are some of the invisibilized harms? 

Social Norm Bias: Residual Harms of Fairness-Aware Algorithms
Myra Cheng, Maria De-Arteaga, Lester Mackey, Adam Tauman Kalai
ICML Machine Learning for Data Workshop, ICML Socially Responsible Machine Learning Workshop
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What are some of the invisibilized harms? 

Social Norm Bias: Residual Harms of Fairness-Aware Algorithms
Myra Cheng, Maria De-Arteaga, Lester Mackey, Adam Tauman Kalai
ICML Machine Learning for Data Workshop, ICML Socially Responsible Machine Learning Workshop

Social Norm Bias (SNoB): The associations between an algorithm’s predictions and 
adherence to social norms
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Do algorithms exhibit social norm bias?

Is this bias mitigated by group fairness approaches?

In other words, am I more likely to benefit from group fairness approaches 
if I sound/act “like a man”?
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Bias in Bios: A Case Study of Semantic Representation Bias in a High-Stakes Setting (FAccT 2019)
M. De-Arteaga, A. Romanov, H. Wallach, J. Chayes, C. Borgs, A. Chouldechova, S. Geyik, K. Kenthapadi, A. Kalai

Experiments using task/dataset Bias in Bios 



Measuring Inferred Social Norms

● Trained a classifier G(x) to predict group membership (e.g. “he”/“she”) from bio x

○ Gender-balanced within occupation

● Use probability of “he”/“she” as measure of aligning to inferred 
masculine/feminine gender norms

○ Does the biography align with what the algorithm associates as masculine/feminine?

○ Validation to ensure associations learned by algorithms align with human’s gender norm 
associations

Cryan, Jenna, et al. "Detecting Gender Stereotypes: Lexicon vs. Supervised Learning Methods." ACM CHI, 2020.
12
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women surgeons and software engineers are less likely to 
be predicted as such if their bio “sound like a woman’s”
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Strength of correlation increases with occupation’s gender imbalance
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Gender correlations persist using “fair” interventions
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Invisibilized harms of group fairness

● Algorithms may display social norm bias: occupation classification 
associated to individuals’ adherence to social norms.

● Group fairness approaches may veil harm to individuals, e.g. fewer 
opportunities for people perceived as feminine in predominantly 
masculine occupations.

● Fairness-aware algorithms are not all equal: post-processing that 
preserves within-group order does not mitigate this harm at all. 
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Invisibilized harms of group fairness

● Algorithms may display social norm bias: occupation classification 
associated to individuals’ adherence to social norms.

● Group fairness approaches may veil harm to individuals, e.g. fewer 
opportunities for people perceived as feminine in predominantly 
masculine occupations.

● Fairness-aware algorithms are not all equal: post-processing that 
preserves within-group order does not mitigate this harm at all. 

Thank you!


